
 

Discovering the benefits of a cloud-first strategy with expert-guided assessments
Tailoring your environment to support your goals and and workforce with design sessions
Defining, planning, and executing your migrations—flawlessly
Leveraging deep discounts and saving you time with license, resource, and cost management from a
Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP)
Keeping your team focused on transformation while MicroAge manages your Azure deployment and
environment
Unlocking powerful insights and support on storage and compute and site recovery
Powering visibility into Microsoft Cloud and its ecosystem with our Immersion Experience—guiding
you through the Azure environment and benefits.

Hyperscale workloads and fuel collaboration
across the cloud with Microsoft® Azure, a global
leader focused on secure, scalable cloud-enabled
enterprise applications. Whatever your
organization’s industry or size—you need to
become a tech company to move at the speed of
the market and disruption. That is only possible on
the cloud—propelling faster, smarter, simpler
builds, deployments, and applications.
 
Innovate and scale with the latest resources on your
Azure public cloud environment—harnessing
trusted resources and technologies—all from one
modern intuitive platform. Work smarter in a
reliable Microsoft® public cloud environment
without unpredictable fluctuations in pricing or
coverage.

Unleash new levels of
productivity and efficiency
with Microsoft Azure

MicroAge is a Gold Partner, an award-winning
Cloud Solutions Provider (CSP), and an Elite 150
ranked MSP by The Channel Co (CRN).

Our team has a deep knowledge of both the
Azure tenant and of legacy infrastructure to
assess, design, migrate and manage the public
cloud solution.

MicroAge cloud experts are security and
compliance-focused—following repeatable
standards and project management for
powerful outcomes.

 

 

At MicroAge, we understand that cloud innovation never stops changing. 
We build powerful relationships and partners to support your organization by:

MicroAge is ready to take your public
environment further.

Digital transformation is only possible with agility, security, and the subject matter experts.
Connect with our cloud experts today—call 800-544-8877 or visit MicroAge.com.


